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La  partition musicale est l'un des moyens principaux pour transmettre, échanger et préserver 
les oeuvres musicales en Occident. Les humanités numériques lient les méthodes informatique

 au patrimoine culturel et à la recherche en SHS.

Peut-on modéliser informatiquement des partitions et concevoir des algorithmes 
pour nous aider à comprendre voire à apprécier la musique ?

L'équipe émergente Algomus, collaboration entre les laboratoires CRIStAL (U. Lille, CNRS)
et MIS (UPJV, Amiens) combine expertise musicologique et méthodes d'algorithmique du texte,

de fouille de données et d'apprentissage. Nous développons des analyses de motifs, d'accords
et d'enchaînements d'accords, de la  texture et d'autres notions musicales,

pour ultimement comprendre la structure haut-niveau de la musique.7





Analyse informatique des fugues 

M. Giraud et al., Computational Fugue Analysis, Computer Music Jorunal, 2015
M. Giraud et al., Subject and counter-subject detectionfor analysis of the WTC fugues, 2012



Analyse informatique de la forme sonate

L. David et al., Vers une analyse informatique de la forme sonate, JIM 2014
L. Bigo et al., Sketching sonata form structure in selected classical string quartets, ISMIR 2017



Figure 1. Structure d’ensemble d’une forme sonate, schéma et notations tirés du livre de Hepokoski et Darcy [12, page 17].
La forme sonate est construite sur un thème (ou une zone thématique) principal (P), un thème secondaire (S) et une
conclusion (C). Entre les deux thèmes, la transition (TR) se termine par la césure médiane (medial caesura) (MC). À la fin
du thème secondaire se trouve une cadence parfaite, dénommée EEC (Essential Expositional Closure) dans l’exposition
et ESC (Essential Structural Closure) dans la réexposition (recapitulation).

Figure 2. Analyse structurelle de l’Allegretto de la sonatine Op. 55, no. 2 de Kuhlau, pour piano, en utilisant les conven-
tions de [12]. Les cadences (fin de phrases) sont indiquées par les termes HC (Half Cadence, demi-cadence) et PAC
(Perfect Authentic Cadence, cadence parfaite), précédés de la tonalité de cette cadence (ici I et V). Les termes EEC et
ESC désignent les fins de sections (voir figure 1). Cette sonatine est très simple, avec un développement très court (Dev.),
et pratiquement aucune transition entre les zones thématiques P et S. Le groupe thématique P dure 8 mesures lors de
l’exposition et 11 lors de la réexposition, ce qui renforce la stabilisation de la tonique dans la réexposition. Le thème S et
la conclusion C sont exactement transposés entre l’exposition et la réexposition.
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Figure 3. First medial caesura (MC) in the first movement
of the String Quartet no. 4 in C major by W. A. Mozart
(K157), measures 29 to 32. See Figure 2 for an overview
of this movement. The MC ends the transition (TR) and is
before the beginning of the secondary theme (S). The com-
puted analysis retrieves several features within this region:
the thematic pattern S S – falsely detected even before
the MC, see discussion in the text – tonality regions corre-
sponding to auxiliary A and – falsely detected – other O

tonalities, a chromatic upward bass movement # and a full
rest r . Two spurious cadences AC are also detected at the
beginning of the secondary theme. Although not taken into
account in the present work, the extract includes a triple
hammer blow ha characteristic of the medial caesura.

• Preparation of half-cadences. We detect both chro-
matic upward bass movements # (one chromatic
semitone followed by one diatonic semitone, con-
tiguous notes with the same pitch being taken as one
note, see Figure 3) and putative diminished seven
chords 7 (any diminished seventh or augmented
second interval between two notes sounding at the
same time). These feature are often found in the
preparation of half-cadences, and especially for the
preparation of the Medial Caesura.

• Pedals. ped We detect pedals during more than 1
measure in one voice. Pedals are often found during
development and conclusion sections. On the con-
trary, they are often not found in thematic P/S zones,
except at the very beginning of the piece.

2.3 Other Features

These features combine melody and harmony and/or other
music elements.

• Full rests. r We look for rests that occur in all
voices simultaneously. Such rests are often found
at key places: after the MC, after the exposition, and
just before the recapitulation.

• Unisons. uni We detect unisons between all
the voices using the algorithm presented in [10].
Unisons are strong markers that often also break the
musical flow: They are also likely to be found in
structural breaks.

• Long harmonic sequences. L We detect harmonic
sequences by at least three successive occurrences of
melodic patterns in all four voices, using the algo-
rithm presented in [9] and reporting sequences dur-
ing at least 5 measures. Such long harmonic se-
quences, often modulating, can be found in the de-
velopment.

3. STRUCTURE ESTIMATION THROUGH
FEATURE COMBINING

Analysis features are sampled at regular intervals to give
sequences of symbols (Figure 2b). We propose to gather
these features into a sonata form structure (Figure 2c). The
following paragraphs present the Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) framework we use and then the particular HMM
designed for sonata forms.

3.1 Hidden Markov Models with Multiple Outputs

Markov model. We consider a finite alphabet of sym-
bols A = {↵1,↵2...} that will be here the analysis fea-
tures. The Markov model M = (Q,⇡, ⌧, T, E) on A is
defined by a set of n states Q = {q1, ...qn} corresponding
here to sections of the sonata form, the initial state prob-
abilities ⇡ = (⇡1, ...⇡n), and the final state probabilities
⌧ = (⌧1, ...⌧n). T (i ! j) is the transition probability –
state qi goes to state qj – and E(i  ↵) is the emission
probability – state qi emits feature ↵. All probabilities are
between 0 and 1, and the probabilities arrays sum to 1.

Given an integer t, we call a t-tuple P = (p1, ...pt) 2
[1, n]t a path in M. This path goes through the t states
qp1 ...qpt . We also consider a sequence of symbols w =
↵1...↵t�1 2 At�1. The probability that the model M fol-
lows a path P while outputting the sequence w, one state
outputting one character at each step, is given by:

p(P,w) = ⇡p1 · ⇧t�1
i=1(E(pi  ↵i) · T (pi!pi+1)) · ⌧pt

Outputting mutiple symbols. Several features can be
predicted at the same step. We thus now consider that a
state may output simultaneously a set of symbols A =
{↵1...↵a} ⇢ A. If these emissions are independent events,
the probability that the state qi outputs the set A is

E(i A) = ⇧↵2AE(i ↵) · ⇧↵2A\A(1� E(i ↵))

We now consider a path P as before and a sequence
of sets of symbols W = A1...At�1. The probability
p(P,W ) that the model M follows a path P while out-
putting the sequence W is given by the same equation, re-
placing E(pi  ↵i) by E(pi  Ai).

HMM. Now we consider M as a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM). The path P is unknown but we observe a se-
quence of sets of symbols W .

Finding the most probable path P that maximizes
p(P,W ) is done by the classical Viterbi algorithm [26,33]
that first uses a forward stage to compute the probability
of being in a state while outputting A1...Aj , and then that
finds back the optimal path in a backward pass.

Reference (top) and computed (bottom) analyses MC+S D P’ MC’+S’ Sketch

Haydn
op. 33 no.2

? P C P C

P M S C D R PMS C

· + + ·

Haydn
op. 33 no.3

P S C P S C

P T MS Cd D R P T M S C

� + + +

Haydn
op. 33 no.5

P S C P S C O

P T MS C D R p P T S C

+ + + �

Haydn
op. 54 no.3

? P S C P C O

P T C d D R P C

· = + ·

Haydn
op. 64 no.4

? P S C P C

P T C D RpP T C

· = � ·

Mozart
K. 80 no.1

P S C P S C

P T S C dDPMS C

� + + = �

Mozart
K. 155 no.2

P T S C P T S C O

P T SCD R pPM S C

� � + �

Mozart
K. 156 no.3

P S C P S C

P S d D RpPMS C

= � + + �

Mozart
K. 157 no.4

P T S C D R P T S C

P TM S CD R p P TM S C

+ + + + �

Mozart
K. 387 no.14

P T S C P T S C

P T M S C d D R P T M S C

+ � + + �

Table 1. Structure detection on ten first movements of Haydn and Mozart string quartets. Pieces marked with ? do not
follow a “regular” bithematic sonata form structure. On each analysis schema, the top line is the reference analysis and the
bottom line the output of the HMM. The four columns MC+S, D, P’ and S’ evaluate the prediction of the start of these
events: + (perfect or almost, that is at most a few measures shifted from the reference), = (approximate match), � (not
found, or too far from the reference). We do not evaluate S positions for non-regular sonata forms (·). The last column
shows a subjective evaluation: Does the HMM successfully sketch the sonata form structure ?

of the theme P that are transposed between the ex-
position and the recapitulation.

• D. The start of the development is perfectly or ap-
proximately found in 7 pieces in C10. This detection
is usually grounded by the feature r .

• P’. The start of the recapitulation is perfectly or ap-
proximately found in 9 pieces in C10, mainly driven
by the feature P . The last piece, Haydn op. 64 no 4,
has partial repeats of the P theme during the recapit-
ulation.

• MC’+S’. In the recapitulation, the start of S’ is ap-
proximately found in 5 pieces in C7. It is again often
grounded on the break features.

Sonata structure sketch. Back on the motivation of this
study, we (subjectively) find the pipeline that gives a good
sketch for 4 pieces (� in Table 1) in C7. In these pieces,
most of the four events are precisely or approximately de-
tected, and, moreover the length of the detected sections
mostly match. Note that, on the quartet K80 by Mozart,
even if the thematic features are not detected (data not
shown), the structure estimated by the HMM is still cor-
rect, mainly due to tonalities as well as break events.

5. DISCUSSION

The music analysis of large-scale structures, such as the
sonata forms, requires to gather different analytical ele-
ments into some coherent analysis. Taking inspiration
from what the analysts do, we proposed a first setup to
sketch such sonata structures. Perspectives include both
the improvement of individual feature detection – conceiv-
ing or using already MIR techniques that may be used
to analyze any tonal music, in classical music but also
in jazz or pop repertoires – and also improvement of the
HMM. Other HMM topologies could analyze more elab-
orated variations of sonata forms – especially continuous
exposition. Analyzing late Mozart quartets or some ro-
mantic quartets could also be very challenging.

A limit of the present work is the manual design of the
probabilities of the transitions and the emissions. These
probabilities should ideally be learned on larger corpora.
The number of parameters to learn makes such a learning
difficult. A first solution could be to learn the weights of
only manually selected emissions and transitions.

Even within these limits, the proposed strategy manages
to sketch the structure of some “regular” sonata forms in
Mozart quartets, finding the most important sections (P/S,
D, P’/S’) and sometimes detecting the location of the Me-
dial Caesura (MC).



Corpus de partitions annotées et analyse musicale interactive  

Annotation musicale avec Dezrann (www.dezrann.net), Collaborations avec musicologues, 
enseignants de la muique au collège, en école de musique et en conservatoire.

Réalisation et partage de corpus d'annotations musciales (> 1 500 annotations).


